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Welcome to Austria
German as a foreign language

A good command of German plays a 
vital role in making people of all ages 

really feel at home in Austria.

Once you and your family speak 
German, making new contacts and 
extending your circle of friends is  

so easy.
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www.kerntraining.com/at  ·  office@kern-cef.at

Institut CEF, KERN Austria GmbH
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Welcome to Austria
German as a foreign language!

We are so glad you have chosen to live and work in 
Austria! The CEF Team will be there for you whenever 
you need any kind of assistance concerning languages 
in general and the German language in particular.

You will find we take a very practical approach to 
teaching and helping you to learn German. Our aim is  
to enable you to communicate with those around you 
as quickly and efficiently as possible, even though the 
language may be totally new to you. Learning should be 
fun, not a chore and we will make sure the experience 
is enjoyable.

Manager Training

You may already have quite a good command  
of German, have taken a few courses or have  
no previous knowledge of the language whatso-
ever – we can adjust the programme to suit your 
level and requirements. No two participants are 
ever the same, which is why our individual 
coaching programme is designed exclusively  
for you.

In your one-to-one coaching programme you can 
arrange appointments to fit in with your sched-
ule as required and decide at what speed you 
would like to progress. You could book one or 
two meetings per week, or opt for the tried-and-
tested “Crash by CEF” programme with at least 
one week of full-time training. Either way, you 
will be surprised to see how quickly you pro-
gress.

In Company Training

Would you like to improve your German – or 
maybe even just start learning it – in a small 
group of up to 6 participants? No problem. 
During the CEF planning stage before the course 
we assess the level and compatibility of the 
participants and adjust the contents to suit your 
level and requirements. As always, the approach 
is practical, focusing on the situations you 
encounter in your everyday life and work in 
Austria.

You just tell us when, where, and for how long 
you would like to learn and you will soon notice 
the improvement in your ability to communicate.


